Marburg and region – experience town and nature

The university town of Marburg and Middle Hesse’s typical small towns welcome their guests with one thousand years of history and impressive attractions, and offer a multicultural setting with a wide array of sporting activities.

Even the journey to Marburg – either on foot, by bike or with the train or car, offers great views of the imposing Landgrave Castle whose history stretches back over 1000 years. The collection of lovingly restored timber framed buildings and historic churches, traditional cafes and student taverns, as well as shops in an attractive commercial area, stretches upwards through the valley starting from the Elisabeth church.

The Marburger Land region between the Lahn and Eder rivers includes the Burgwald, Hesse’s largest forested area, with certified hiking trails and the Lahn Valley, which is particularly popular amongst cyclists. A hike on premium routes today, tomorrow a refreshing canoe tour on the Lahn and the day after a relaxing bicycle trip on the best cycle network – there’s something for everyone.

This is also the case for the Lahn-Dill-Bergland nature park, located to the west of Marburg - a moderate upland region with many different forms of landscape and cultural facets and numerous certified cycle and hiking paths. The unique natural and cultural landscape, with its huge species and habitat diversity, offers an exhilarating mix of town flair and rural idyll: From fascinating castles to historical markets and even Kneipp pools.

You won’t find any limits here to active relaxation!

Plan your exciting holiday together with us:
Marburg Stadt und Land Tourismus GmbH
Erwin-Piscator-Haus / Biegenstraße 15 / 35037 Marburg
Phone: +49-(0)6421-9912-0
Fax: +49-(0)6421-9912-12
E-Mail: info@marburg-tourismus.de
Website: www.marburg-tourismus.de